
Gay marriage is just a fig leaf hiding the lack of real 
reform 
 
It seems a terrible risk. How does legalising gay marriage fit with winning Scotland’s 
freedom?  
 
That may seem a cynical question to ask. The SNP’s idea might stand on its own merits. 
But for many nationalists, why alienate potentially large groups of voters over an issue 
that, let’s face it, could wait a couple of years? When the Nirvana of Scottish 
independence is in the balance, why risk it? 
 
The issue of gay marriage, and Alex Salmond’s decision to legalise it, gives a tantalising 
insight into the subtle calculations of political Scotland. 
 
On the face of it, legislation to institute gay marriage is madness. SNP politicians have 
already been confronted with heated representation from religious leaders on the issue. 
Catholics, Muslims, the stricter form of Presbyterians – all have expressed dismay at a 
concept that, for them, undermines the very foundation of human society. That the family 
– constituted of a man and a woman in union as the progenitors of future generations and 
guardians of the young – should be attacked in this way is anathema. 
 
Religious leaders are not convinced by government assurances that nobody will be forced 
to marry gays. Experience shows that human rights laws can be deployed to impose the 
state-sanctioned message on teachers and churches. 
 
So the implicit threat is that they will ask their flock to reject the authors of such impiety 
and social vandalism. Together, Catholics and Muslims alone make up nearly a fifth of 
the electorate.  
 
Both religious groups have been wooed assiduously and successfully by the nationalists. 
Not least by Nicola Sturgeon, who is leading the legislation on gay marriage, but whose 
Glasgow Southside seat has a significant Muslim minority. And it is not as if the Scottish 
Government is insensitive to religious concerns. Even a recent outburst from the Wee 
Frees about the dangers to Protestantism’s dominant place in the constitution posed by 
independence was politely accommodated by nationalist spokesmen. 
 
So why risk all? 
 
For of course this is no ordinary political cycle. This is not just a question of spending 
political capital to implement cherished principles. The SNP has one overriding principle 
that trumps all others: independence for Scotland. Everything else can surely wait until 
that is achieved. Compared to that existential goal, even the most important of 
governmental dilemmas is incidental. 
 



Yet the electoral calculation is not that simple. First of all, there is a minority of activists 
who strongly favour placing gay marriage on the statute book. These are not all one-issue 
lobbyists. The trade unions, the Scottish Youth Parliament, Amnesty International and 
indeed all the main political parties officially support the move. The SNP cannot be 
outflanked within the political mainstream. And, of course, the UK Government is likely 
to enact similar legislation. So it will be difficult for opponents to point to an explicit 
unionist alternative. 
 
Still, won’t voters just tick the ‘anyone but SNP’ box, out of pure resentment? After all, 
many a governing party has been punished at the polls for issues that its opposition 
agrees with it on. 

Well, perhaps not. The nationalist vision for Scotland is of a progressive, inclusive 
society in contrast to the selfish, Toryish England that currently imposes its values upon 
us. The SNP strategy is all about emphasising the differences between Scotland and the 
rest of the UK, while assuring us that not much will change in practice. Legalising gay 
marriage fits that general ‘narrative’ well. As Hazel Marzetti of the National Union of 
Students said in support of the move, “the government has … demonstrated that Scotland 
is a shining example of a progressive, inclusive society that others should take their lead 
from.” Many liberal-minded Scots – particularly younger voters - might approve of the 
general tenor of the legislation, even if they do not benefit from it directly. 

 
But most importantly, history declares in the SNP’s favour. All of the most radical 
measures enacted by the Scottish Parliament have been on lifestyle issues. Think about 
the record of successive Holyrood administrations, and all have shied away from 
meaningful institutional reform. They have had good reason for this. The original 
Labour-led executive wanted a quiet life. Its goal was to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the devolved institutions as a shield from radical change gestated in London. And of 
course its SNP successors have followed their lead. Not for Salmond the bust-ups over 
student fees and public sector pension reform that have characterised the Westminster 
coalition. He has run a mile from controversial (if necessary) efforts to reform schools 
and hospitals. 
 
Yet he can’t sit there doing nothing. The great dilemma facing the SNP is that 
parliamentary victory is a necessary platform for independence, and yet it can’t be used 
for fear of offending voters in the referendum campaign. So what to do with the triumph 
of 2011 when, against the odds, the nationalists won a full majority in the Scottish 
Parliament? 
 
The answer is to look active, while doing little of substance. 
 
The SNP move on gay marriage is part of a pattern. The smoking ban, the hunting ban, 
minimum alcohol pricing, the ban on sectarian chanting at football matches. All are 
seemingly radical, signature pieces of legislation that affect large constituencies of voters 
and give a veneer of decisiveness to the politicians who promote them. But all are 
curiously lacking in public controversy. 



 
The truth is that we don’t really care about marginal assaults on our philosophy, so long 
as the bread and butter of our livelihoods are unaffected. Sure, many of us enjoyed a 
smoke in the pub. Many too savour the unique electricity of Old Firm games. Most enjoy 
a drink. But are we really going to vote against a party that, at the margins, has eroded 
these freedoms when there is so much more of material consequence at stake? 
 
Take the issue of gay marriage. Most people who get married do not need the sanction of 
the state. The government does not define whether I’m married or not any more than it 
defines the colours of the rainbow. It is not Alex Salmond or David Cameron who tells us 
that we’re married, but our friends, our family, and above all our spouses. So, for 
Salmond to redefine marriage may be a bit silly, tokenistic perhaps, but it’s hardly 
germane to the big questions that affect us – our mortgage, our jobs, our basic pleasures, 
our sense of identity. The religious leaders who oppose him probably come across to 
most people as somewhat batty. Why not just ignore the fellow?  
 
This at least is the calculation of the SNP Scottish Government. They’ve placed their 
chips on a square that has come up trumps before. The illusion of action on a lifestyle 
issue that impresses the media and the lobbyists, but leaves the voters undisturbed. Gay 
marriage will take up parliamentary time and newspaper column inches. Activists, 
politicians, fundamentalists and philosophers will argue the toss. But the vast bulk of 
voters will sleep on undisturbed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


